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Image List, in order of appearance. Unless otherwise noted, by Jeremy Lawson
1. I HAVE ENOUGH MONEY, 2020, oil on paper, 20 x 17 inches
2. To Jeremy Lawson, 2021, xerox print, 11 x 8.5 inches
3. To Jeremy Lawson, 2021, 12 portraits, oil on canvas, each: 10 x 8 inches
4. Sought Cause, 2020, wood, mirror, paint, hinges, 94 x 27 inches
5. Lazarus, 2021. oil on paper, 53 x 38 inches
6. Hunch, 2021. oil on paper, 24 x 18 inches
7. Louis Eilshemius, “Supplication (Rose Marie Calling)”, 1916, oil on canvas
8. Confirm and Deny, 2021, wood, mirror, paint, 94 x 36 x 7 inches
9. Installation View, IT LIVES, Hunter MFA Thesis Exhibition Part 1,
October 28 – November 8, 2021
10. Installation View, IT LIVES, Hunter MFA Thesis Exhibition Part 1,
October 28 – November 8, 2021
11. Installation View, IT LIVES, Hunter MFA Thesis Exhibition Part 1,
October 28 – November 8, 2021
12. Installation View, IT LIVES, Hunter MFA Thesis Exhibition Part 1,
October 28 – November 8, 2021
13. Station, oil on canvas, 72 x 110 inches
14. Turn, oil on canvas, 72 x 96 inches
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Foreword
My work is a protracted negotiation between the conflicting impulses of desire and obligation,
and until very recently I maintained a strict dichotomy between my private and public practices.
For the past five years, my public work has been a tool of postmodern social critique, outwardfacing and didactic, nourished by an intimate practice of mostly nonobjective drawings and
paintings. Through the work I shared, I combined image making with sculpture and installation
to meditate on the difficult relationships between alienated subjects experiencing late-stage
capitalism, the value structures that system has built, and the narrowing possibilities of
encountering the sublime in an algorithmically divined multi-reality where our sense of scale is
perpetually ruptured in lives lived simultaneously online and off. Through a wide range of
projects, I used the experience of paradox as the closest possible approximation of sublimity.

The modest level of control I’d felt over my life and my practice—unshaken growing up in the
abandoned Rust Belt in Northwest Pennsylvania and living in varying degrees of precarity while
raising a family in New York—entirely unraveled amid a political system in collapse and the
world on lockdown. Antonio Gramsci’s prison notebooks had been influential to my political
thinking and formative to my early art making, particularly his explanation of the power of
cultural hegemony and the barriers to change. A reencounter with his statement that “destruction
is difficult, it is as difficult as creation” through Thomas Hirschhorn’s 2004 sculptural
installation Gramsci Monument instigated a loosening of my will to control the meaning of my
own practice and pushed a reordering of my priorities. I elevated my painting, kept in
conversation with sculptural elements, but shifted the goal from critique of
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contemporary conditions and society to improvisational studio routine that merges chance with
intentionality, and direct touch against an athletic contemplation. The effect is one of spontaneity
but in fact each move is mentally rehearsed, loaded with anticipation and the potential for failure.
By pushing against failure, like the death drive wedded to desire, I’m hoping to witness the
creation of a painting and find new ways to see.

Lineage
My entrée into contemporary art happened largely, though not intentionally, outside of school,
through employment in the art market as an archivist and photographer, part of the machine
churning out images with relentless efficiency. I categorize my experience of this world in two
distinct tiers. I observed the sincere revelation possible in art, particularly in the poetry of Félix
González-Torres, and, to an equal but almost opposite extreme, the pathological selfcenteredness, as exemplified by the work of Sean Landers. These distinct bodies of work spoke
preternaturally about two states of man, as it were, and two potential outcomes for mankind in
our current predicament. González-Torres’s radically generous and metaphorically viral candy
installations speak to an intellectual and political commitment that leaves open the possibility of
transcendence through beauty and dispersion of the self through community. Landers’s massive
text paintings, prophesying an era of oversharing, seem adamant that the life of “the self” is
bottomless and riveting, but gross and paranoid and unavoidably dominant—because of
indoctrination in our system or simply human nature, I could never tell. I agreed with both
simultaneously; they formed early aesthetic and conceptual parameters from which to see the
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world. They also set up a paradigm in which I identify two conflicting forces from which to
work, not to synthesize dialectically, but to contain in generative friction, which was further
complicated by the market they functioned in.

Institutional critique has a long history, and my education ran through Marcel Duchamp and
Broodthaers, as well as Joseph Kosuth, who had a close relationship with González -Torres but
whose work unfolds quite differently. His 1967 essay “Art after Philosophy” was a formative
polemic on the function of an artist in society, whom he saw as essentially replacing the
philosopher after Ludwig Wittgenstein’s Tractatus had definitively “completed” the discipline,
at least in his mind. His real point was that art was a tautology and was beyond any object; it was
always the idea, the proposition. Every artist should be presenting a work of art as the last work
of art that ever needs to be made. The chasm between how much I agreed with this sentiment
while maintaining a deep desire to “make” was proportional to the cognitive dissonance
necessary to speak righteously on the issues of any other social ill I witnessed while participating
in a massive speculative market. To deal with this dissonance, I subconsciously built a moral
defense system around my practice that quickly mimicked much of the neoliberal personality
more generally, i.e., self-consciousness became enough to absolve me from sin. Guilt substituted
for action. The very self-awareness of the objects I was going to make to their situation as assets
could repel the kind of critique I would most likely lob at myself as a wannabe rhetorical arsonist
hoping to use the language of art to dismantle the system that supported it.
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This ideological track led me from sandbag sculptures stuffed into the wall
where a painting should be, like a storm barricade, to paintings illustrating
the paradoxical nothingness and latent violence of no-fly zones, to bodies
of text-based work whose reflexivity peaked with a painting simply called I
have enough money, 2020. The painting was one of a series of black-andyellow text works that made simple statements or demands, and it functioned as a prompt for
collectors to have to tell me what they thought a work was worth. By buying it they’re in effect
saying, “I have enough money for this thing”. Contemporary art functions like all luxury
objects, as a marker of status and I wanted to make that relationship as literal as possible. I
would have sold it for $2 or $10,000 if that was what was offered. But once purchased it would
have a market value and its transformation to asset would be complete, like the bread and wine in
a Catholic mass emerging through Eucharistic transubstantiation on the altar to become the
literal body and blood of Christ, with only the “appearance” of bread and wine remaining. “The
Market” substitutes for the unseen hand of God. I sold one out of my studio going through the
awkward transaction face to face, and more amusingly in a public auction where the participants
quite literally name their price out loud competitively. In related groups of sculptures, I
struggled to reconcile a desire for aesthetic pleasure and exploration with a felt obligation to
critique.

After a period of increasingly existential installations exploring the subjective value of life itself,
I performed a kind of ego death in the spring of 2021 with To Jeremy Lawson, a project that
involved a participatory text, a group of paintings, and a very long wait. I contacted as many
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people named Jeremy Lawson as I could find online and earnestly requested their participation in
an exchange of personal materials—anything that would be metaphysically connected to them
would do, and the aggregate load would result in a new body of paintings and sculptures credited
to all of us as a unit of one and renumerated equally upon sales. In exchange for their
participation, I’d teach myself to paint portraiture and give them each a painting in thanks, and as
a vigorous monument to their individuality before the potential merger. I painted all who
responded but no one followed through with objects in time for the planned exhibition.

L-R “To Jeremy Lawson”, 2021, xerox print, 11 x 8.5 inches, “To Jeremy Lawson”, 12 portraits, oil on canvas, each: 10 x 8
inches
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My hope for a kind of Joseph Beuysian embrace of art by the uninitiated was left
unconsummated; the only tangible product was the evidence of my effort, like a sociological
experiment that had lost its funding: fifteen portraits, three
not shown publicly because those Jeremys asked not to be
included with my accompanying text reproducing the
proposal that I’d sent to each of them. Installed in
conversation with the paintings was a sculpture that I
reassemble in a new form under a new title for each
showing, once called Sought Cause, No Self to Sell, and
Forwarding Message, and this time named The Impossibility
of Death in the Mind of Someone Living After Reading the
End of History in 1992. This cylindrical tower of wood and internally facing mirrors performs as
a visual vacuum, erasing the image of whoever views it while still reflecting the space in which
the viewer stands. It stood near the paintings like a panopticon, with all the affrontery of
modernist minimalism but with an interior cacophony that contrasted with its sterile exterior.
This object aimed to reject the notion of the self—the idea that anyone or anything is created
alone—and instead show the self to be the result of every interaction a person has ever had.
Everything contains multitudes. I directly appropriated the title from Damien Hirst’s famous
preserved shark sculpture and from Francis Fukayama’s book, both from the early 1990s, at the
dawn of Clintonism and the supercharged period of neoliberalism that created the current
paradigm of mass privatization of the social and the spiritual. The works were aware of their own
futility and mocked the pretentions of both modernist utopianism and celebrity. The reception of
the Jeremy paintings proved the efficacy of their point; collectors asked, “Well, who are they?
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Can you tell me about this particular one?” They were asking whether any of the Jeremys were
well known, even though the forementioned text made clear that the project was only possible
because none of us were. We could take this leap hand in hand to usurp individuality together,
dismantling the last desperate hope of an inwardly pointing America with no outward frontier.
But when I reiterated the reality of our mutual anonymity, the viewers’ interest was either lost or
repelled by hearing themselves tacitly admit that an unknown person is no one.

The effect was that I’d not only described an individual’s irrelevance in an atomized society but
made the paintings irrelevant as well. Despite the conceptual architecture I’d built around them,
they weren’t art, or paintings even—just evidence of a reenactment of social despair meant to
flush out the reality of our circumstances, as if being presented with the facts alone would trigger
a greater societal awakening. But due to the collapse of the larger project, I felt like I was staring
into an abyss from a closed system, as if the “The End of History” were true and there was
simply no alternative. I was trying to kill the ego and began to worry that there might only be
ego. That’s what neoliberalism does in the end. It eliminates the possibility of any alternative to
the current system and engenders a kind of nihilistic foreclosure on the future, swallowed up by a
constantly emergent present.

But I realized, of course, that the contingency of history is that people are a wild card. Anything
can happen. Aided by Gramsci, and having exhausted my own possibilities for political critique,
I found it imperative to break my self-reflexive practice and perform what was a frightening act
of faith in order to go on. All that was left to do was the work I’d been making all along for
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myself, my minor paintings, guileless but self-aware, which I would confront with the full force
and fear of an act of personal destruction, and from which I would emerge almost joyful.

Lazarus studies, a color close to death, and the emblematic relationship between
Louis Eilshemius and Marcel Duchamp
Beginning a group of twenty works in oil on paper, I relied on two
parallel inspirations. The first was the story of Lazarus of Bethany, an
early and devoted follower of Jesus, who dies and is resurrected after
four days. It’s the final miracle, the big one, the one which Jesus knows
will result in his own death, but which must happen for him to be
resurrected and fulfill the role of the Son of God on earth. The
circularity of Lazarus’s resurrection through faith, and the simultaneous
willed sacrifice as an act of fulfillment by Jesus gave me, in my apostasy
as a former Catholic, a template through which to push into new
territory both visually, and more importantly, materially. I toyed with a
figurative structure merging on the monstrous, one body emerging from another, a Frankenstein
of joy at the idea of life beginning and equal rapture at giving up one’s life to restore another. I
pushed the shape to the verge of abstraction and held it there to see if anything would emerge. In
the end, figuration itself proved to be a barrier as I became enamored with a repetitive
composition but gathered interesting technical, gestural, and color habits that carried into the
second group of completely non-objective works. I began to forgo the use of brushes for a more
direct approach and drew unmixed paint directly onto paper with my hands or pressed different
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paintings faces together like prints to find a randomly mediated surface, appearing as if they’d
just happened by accident like an act of nature.

I based the palette on a collection of works that were among the last of an artist’s life, that they
made with the most most vividly alert colors available, which I think points towards the
possibility of a light turning on at the end of life instead of going out.

I returned again and again to the 2008 exhibition of Picasso’s last decade at Gagosian Gallery
and the last works of Howard Hodgkin, as well as the unhinged late landscapes of Louis
Eilshemius, all of whose palettes and gestures exploded at the ends of their lives.

But Louis Eilshemius resonated even more for what his relationship to Marcel Duchamp
revealed to me about the paradox and scope of my own practice. In brief, he was an earnest and
possibly insane artist, confident in his own abilities to the point of sociopathy, but only found
most of his success after he’d quit painting in frustration. Born in 1864 and maturing in the
Academy system, he internalized its ideals but was rejected as he emerged into an art world that
was moving in another direction. He’d produced competent post-Impressionist work in the
manner of Jean Baptiste-Camille-Corot, followed by works analogous with Albert Pinkman
Ryder into a kind of proto-Surrealism that gradually incorporated the subconscious through
hypnotism, which was the rage in salons of the early twentieth century. In his isolated decline, he
produced hundreds of landscapes and allegorical tableaux that often included strangely
inarticulate and dead-eyed women on scraps of cardboard and wood with incredible speed.; they
are somehow simultaneously deskilled and erudite, but largely unseen and untethered from any
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contemporaneous movement. Fame suddenly arrived after he was noticed by Duchamp in the
Society of Independent Artists Exhibit of 1917, notably the same exhibition that ejected
Duchamp’s “Fountain,” 1917, from display. Duchamp, at the height of his transgressive powers,
declared Eilshemius’ “Supplication (Rose Marie Calling),” 1916—a garishly painted nude that
was “bad painting” sixty years before the New Museum exhibition of the same name celebrated
such work—the “best painting in the show”, and called Eilshemius a
“real artist” who then became something of a Dada star. It's accepted
that he was initially not taken seriously for this work in and of itself,
but for its weirdness and absurd price (he asked $5000 for “Rose
Marie,” an absurd amount in 1917). Much like one of Andy Warhol’s
superstars, he seemed a character produced by Duchamp for avantgarde entertainment, a living piece of conceptual art, a part he played
naturally with his many eccentricities.

This was how the larger public received him, with some notable exceptions (a young Willem
DeKooning and Balthus, and even Matisse), but I don’t think this was true for Duchamp.
According to Stephen Ganz’s monograph on Eilshemius, Duchamp saw him as pure painter
without guile, the exact opposite of himself, and a muse of sorts. (Duchamp, possibly borrowed
the motif of the waterfall and theatrical setting of Eilshemius’ later, wilder work for “Étant
Donnés,” 1946-1966.) That Duchamp championed him until the latter’s death (during his last
decade, Eilshemius was almost entirely a recluse) reveals a sincerity in Duchamp’s belief in his
work. He wasn’t kidding. The wheel of history had turned hard right into WWI and mass
nihilism as Duchamp was inventing the ready-made and conceptual art, but he seemed to find a
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beating heart in Eilshemius. Gramsci wrote, at about the same time, that “the point of modernity
is to live a life without illusions without becoming disillusioned,” and I think someone like
Eilshemius kept open the possibility for earnestness in Duchamp’s world that had largely been
dehumanized. Their relationship provided an insight into my seemingly irreconcilable desires,
that the very birth of conceptual art was realized simultaneously with a madness for a kind of
ecstatic painting. This gave me permission to embrace the new work with added intensity.

Large Paintings
I decided that the new group of paintings would be initially scaled in relation to my physical
reach so they would be immersive to produce and train me to escape any logical structure, at
least initially. I set out to make four six-by-eight-foot landscapes. I made them unstretched and
drew with my hands or with waxed painters’ palettes. As in the second group of works on paper,
the colors could be painted onto the plastic surface and then smeared onto the canvas, negotiating
between a choreographed and spontaneous path. I did not want to be able to telegraph too easily,
but to build up a body of marks automatically beyond an initial framework drawn from the
earlier studies. Working mostly directly out of the tube like a deskilled fauvist, I nevertheless
paused after bursts of action to look for responses from the painting itself. I made drawings with
fat graphite pencils and looked for good gestures, for a hidden structure, wandering around a
densely crowded studio while relaxing my eyes to pull in and out of focus. When I got stuck, I
tried to read fiction and separate my mind from color until I started to stare at the shapes of
words, and occasionally a drawing by Willem De Kooning, Cy Twombly, George Bazelitz or my
children for courage. I noticed the bleed of their cheap tempera paint destroying the construction
paper beneath it, the simultaneous confidence and dissolution of the ground. So, I started
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working on the ground; I worked on the wall; I walked on the paintings and let them absorb
accidents, leaving open the constant possibility of surprise. I worked on all four oil paintings
simultaneously so that I wouldn’t be too attached to any one in particular and I covered them for
weeks so I could emotionally detach from and destroy them with an enormous gesture if I had to.
Nothing was thrown away.

Emblematic gestures seemed to recur: a circular structure, four parts, triangular movement across
the picture plane—possibly residues from the original Lazarus myth about rising on the fourth
day, and the mystery of the trinity, but just as likely a subconscious desire to root a degree of
order underneath the chaotic surface. There is a layering effect from the long month or more of
labor each painting took, each risk taking a few days to settle in molecularly before a corrective
or addition could be applied. It was important the colors remained unmuddied by impatience,
another area of growth that forced a change in style. I grew to respect all the fragments of
drawing and underpainting that held on from the first phase to the last. My conceptual practice
remained in my mind during painting as I still assessed the works relationship to elements laying
around my studio, or to the sculpture taking shape nearby, even while I remained committed to
freeing the paintings from meaning. They became all-over works and I struggled to decide
whether they were environments or contained subjects. I just kept going, convinced a painting
was lost until suddenly it was found. The painting “opens,” it “activates,” but it doesn’t “finish.”
The swings in momentum were thrilling and often the only good moves felt accidental because
of this fight between directing and witnessing.
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The paintings are presentable when the ratio between my presence and my absence finds an
unknowable but clearly felt point. This happened three times at a large scale and three times at a
small scale before the exhibition opened.

On Style
The terms “provisional” or “casual” have been used to define a style of painting of the last
decade or so (although it can be traced back to the Impressionists) as a response to social,
environmental, and political failure. They’ve been categorized as major works masquerading as
minor ones, with a manifestly unfinished quality, with often self-consciously awkward
compositions and cheap, non-art materials. This is ideologically consistent with my conceptual
practice and a there’s gestural familiarity between my paintings and in the works of other artists
working in this vein, from David Hammond’s 2011 exhibition at L&M Gallery to Joe Bradley’s
“Shmagoo” paintings. But the lineage is long and runs from the COBRA movement in the late
1940’s, through Rauchenburgh, Arte Provera. But I mostly grasped who I’m in communion with
after living with and talking about the work later. I found that the harder I’ve tried to not look
like someone else, or to be conscious of a certain style while painting, the less free I am to
commune with the painting itself, so I resist it.

Sculpture and Installation
Confirm. and Deny. and Confirm. and Deny and Confirm…
For my thesis exhibition, once the space was confirmed, I decided to rethink a third and final
iteration of the simple wood and mirror sculpture mentioned in the foreword. It was once a
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whole wall, and once a round panopticon tower, originally conceived to materialize a non-space,
like a no-fly zone, a taxonomy of air. It had always been outward-facing and didactic, like my
work in general. I tried to find a way to rebuild the work paradoxically as a sequence of walls
dividing the space that simultaneously open themselves up
internally to the viewer. This would allow the viewer to
move through them, to overcome the sight of their own
dissolution and the space refracting within the works to
emerge renewed outside of them. Then they would
confront a waiting painting made whole after both the
viewer and the painting together had been dematerialized in the sculptures’ fragmented mirrors.
I broke down the same material I’d used for the previously mentioned work The Physical
Impossibility of Death in the Mind of Someone Living…., took off the piano hinges that had
filled the interior with holes, and exaggerated the resulting flaws in the wood and
reconfigurations with a chisel, weakening its structural integrity, so that the deep crags felt like
marks made by erosion, or acts of nature, imperfect and humane. I painted it a flat black to give
its exterior more body; it had previously been white and was somewhat invisible, prioritizing the
vacuum created by the mirrors over its simultaneous physicality. I connected ten pieces per part
and made three independently standing walls standing eight feet tall and three feet wide down
the center of the long space of the gallery, spaced so that you walked through them towards a
painting and then back again, passing in and out of visibility. They stood precariously narrow
yet sound, and hollow but filled with kinetic imagery, as a portal through my parallel practices.
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Installation views, IT LIVES, Hunter College Gallery, October 28 – November 8, 2021
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On titles acting as instructions.
Station, 2021

Station, 2021, oil on canvas, 72 x 110 inches

In Duchamp’s Green Box, 1934, he calls his paintings “Pauses.” This is a beautiful metaphor for
the experience I’d long tried to rig into my text-based work, attempting to coerce the viewer to
stop with the blunt force of the absurd. “Pause” illuminates the simple and profound point of a
silent, non-didactic object, particularly in our oversaturated contemporary space. How do you get
a person to stop consuming and just exist, to feel inside their own body? I realized this was what
I’d been trying to say from the beginning through the experience of paradox and tangling with
the death drive. I had been talking “about” what I began to “do” through painting. The
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ego death considered in the To Jeremy Lawson project was realized through complete immersion
in abstraction over the course of the first two months of making this first painting, which began
from the original works on paper drawn from Lazarus and moved into different territory.
Duchamp’s Pause became Station, 2021, a rich metaphor for a place of study, a location that you
then moved on from toward another. I thought of train stations, CIA stations, weigh stations,
space stations, and most explicitly the stations of the cross. This work taught me how to orient
myself in front of all paintings, my own and those made by others and very quickly I considered
it the anchor of the exhibition. It set up a what became a central motif; a loosely defined
“subject” is contained on the canvas, circular and possibly turning with a variety of fragmented
gestures and heavy-handed marks all jostling for attention. The palette of Station differs from
that of the rest of the group in that its temperature is somewhat softer, as if the initial painting
had to begin with terrestrial colors before exploding along the way. Pinks and black which often
smear slightly to create wisps of grey, are punctuated by large dots and blocks of paint built up
as if by claws in yellow, white and cerulean blue. The dominant color scheme is interrupted by
two heavy marks in cadmium red and blue that yank the eye to the upper right-hand corner and
send you clockwise around the long nine-foot-wide landscape.
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Turn, 2021

Turn, 2021 oil on canvas, 72 x 96 inches

Once Turn became part of the installation, the shape of the subject of the painting told me what it
was, and where to place it in a way that would give it a function. It presents an eruption of colors
circulating around a central orange sphere that somewhat transparently radiates above a sea of
washed-out red. A subtle purple slash hangs diagonally over a large bed of teal hugging the
central core, coiled like a pull string on a toy wheel that makes the eye spin like a dervish. I
placed it in the exhibition to act like a key turning your body through the space. It was hung on
an angled wall that pointed back into the gallery, creating a triangle between the three paintings,
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offset between the gaps in the sculpture. It was aggressively justified to the right of the wall to
pull you toward the direction of the wall, moving inward, which caused you to pass the sculpture
to your right and experience its fact and its fracture at the same time.

Silence, 2021

Silence, 2021, oil on canvas, 72 x 96 inches

Silence has elements of the two previous paintings but with a much hotter palette, and wetter
application as if the sculptures refracting the exhibition as a whole had produced a synthesis at
the end of the hall. The painting works in stages, with several visible layers jostling for
compositional dominance. From an original ground of reds and yellows, a dynamically slashed
gesture of orange emerges through the others of cobalt blue, brown, and pinks, as if the
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background of two separate actors were sucked through a mirror and merged in a final furious
move, floating over a constellation of fat black, yellow, and pink dots. It is paradoxical for its
visual volume, but words stop working when describing abstraction, as they do with music. This
third, intangible element is more in line with the mysteries of faith or the future. “Volume” or
other analogues to sound are appropriately suggestive but imprecise. The title, like Duchamp’s
Pause is as much a request to the viewer as it is a metaphor for the properties of a painting.

By the time a viewer reached Silence, they would have walked back and forth in a zig zag pattern
to suggest walking between the sculptures to reach them. They’d have watched themselves
dematerialize in the mirrors and reemerge to face paint in an ecstatic state, as if experiencing
creation and destruction repeatedly, the paintings and their own, amidst the quiet of the long hall.
Looking back towards the front of the space from the rear, the arrangement of parallel mirrors
lined up almost perfectly and their cumulative reflections appeared like beams of broken light
inviting return.
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